Precontemplated and impulsive suicide attempts among individuals with alcohol dependence.
Alcohol dependence confers risk for suicidal behavior. Some suicide attempts are precontemplated, whereas other attempts are impulsive. The purpose of this study was to compare characteristics and correlates of impulsive and precontemplated suicide attempts. Data were derived from analysis of The Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA), which is a six-site family pedigree study of individuals in treatment for alcoholism (probands), relatives of probands, and control families. Subjects in the analysis were age 18 years or older with a diagnosis of current alcohol dependence according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Third Edition, Revised. Individuals reporting a lifetime history of one or more suicide attempts were divided into two strata: suicide attempters with a history of suicidal ideation that persisted for a week or more, conceptualized as attempters showing precontemplation (n=330), and suicide attempters without a history of persistent ideation, conceptualized as impulsive attempters (n=343). These groups were compared with subjects with no history of attempts (nonattempters; n=3115). Precontemplated acts were carried out with greater intent and were more likely to result in medical treatment. Dependence on illicit drugs and history of depression were more likely among attempters showing precontemplation. Impulsive attempts were more likely to be carried out by women and individuals with higher levels of alcohol-related aggression. Prevention of precontemplated suicide attempts by individuals with alcohol dependence should include a focus on recognition and treatment of depressive syndromes. Alcohol-related aggression was elevated among impulsive suicide attempters. Prevention efforts may include interventions targeting aggression.